Abstract-In this paper, we present a novel synchronization scheme for multimedia applications that can provide high quality playback performance in emerging wireless environments. Because of the increasing size of global networks and the integration of wireless services, end-to-end delays are gradually increasing. Under these new conditions the existing synchronization schemes based on feedback, can no longer provide the necessary synchronization and thus quality needed for multimedia applications. We propose a novel synchronization scheme that requires no feedback, and which at the same time minimizes the required buffer space. We show that the proposed scheme performs very well, while significantly reducing communication overhead due to the control scheme by removing the feedback loop. Moreover, as its minimal buffer requirements are independent of network delays, the proposed scheme is inherently scalable for the evolving wireless environments.
INTRODUCTION
Several control schemes have been proposed to solve the problem of intra-and inter-stream synchronization for the smooth playback of multimedia presentations in wired networks. Ramanathan and Rangan [4] introduced the feedback techniques in the multimedia information retrieval; Hać and Xue [5, 6] proposed a feedback controller at the client buffer; Biersack and Geyer [7] proposed feedback control scheme including both distributed media servers and the client; Boukerche et al. [8, 9] designed MoSync system for cellular wireless and mobile networks.
These control schemes use the idea of feedback to maintain intra-and inter-stream synchronization. Except Hać and Xue in [5, 6] , all schemes chose feedback loops between the client and media servers. Information of the asynchrony is collected at the client, and then is sent to the server as feedback messages. Based on the feedback, media servers take appropriate actions to resynchronize the playback at the client. End-to-end delays from the client to media servers will cause feedback delays, called the deadtime of control schemes. In [5, 6] a feedback loop excluding media servers is chosen to avoid system deadtime. However, this solution cannot provide a satisfactory solution due to the uncontrollability of the server side.
Because of the increasing size of global networks and the integration of wireless services, end-to-end delays are gradually increasing. For streaming media services commonly used by the video-on-demand applications, the end-to-end delay may range from 5 to 10 sec [13] . If we consider the handoff problem that occurs in mobile networks, the end-to-end delay will be even larger. Naturally, all feedback control schemes assume finite buffers size. In this configuration assumption, if end-toend delays in the system are very large, feedback messages will experience delays longer than the duration of playback of the full buffer, hence there is no enough grace period for feedback control schemes to work properly. This problem is becoming critical in the emerging wireless Internet.
In this paper, we propose a novel synchronization schemewe term Synchronization scheme for Multimedia Applications for the wireless Internet (SMART), which requires no feedback. Using this scheme, the application playback performance is directly related to the buffer configuration (i.e. the pre-buffer threshold N th and buffer size B), while the buffer configuration is determined by the network jitters, not end-toend delays. The proposed scheme shows following advantages: 1) It exhibits a significantly reduced control scheme overhead as it eliminates the need for feedback messages; 2) It requires minimum buffer space for each media stream;
3) The minimum buffer requirements and the playback performance are independent of end-to-end delays, and, therefore; 4) It is inherently scalable for the evolving wireless environments. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the synchronization scheme algorithm. Section 3 shows the simulation and results. This paper is concluded in Section 4.
2 A SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEME WITHOUT FEEDBACK Given the feasibility analysis in [3] , we know that due to the constraints of the distributed multimedia system model, especially when the average end-to-end network delay d avg is large (compared to the duration of the playback of the full buffer), within a single stream (at least the master stream), the playback performance of any kind of feedback control scheme cannot be better than the uncontrolled system with same buffer size. However we still need to design a control scheme to minimize the required buffer size in order to solve the contradiction between the extremely large size of multimedia data and the limitation of client buffer space. This limitation is important to account for and maybe significant also because of the hardware limitation of mobile clients in mobile wireless systems. Therefore we propose a novel synchronization scheme without feedback messages.
2.1
Algorithm The algorithm of the synchronization scheme can be describe as following: At media servers: 1) The client sends a request to all distributed media servers.
Media servers start to send MMUs to the client once it receives the request. 2) Assuming the server i starts to send the 1 st MMU at local time t i0 , the scheduled sending time of the k th MMU is t i0 +(k-1)T P . 3) Slave streams play corresponding MMUs with the same scheduled playback time as the master stream. 4) If the buffer underflow occurs in a specific stream, the buffer will duplicate the last media unit of the corresponding stream, the user application will play this duplicated media unit when it cannot obtain the correct media unit from the buffer. 5) If the buffer overflow occurs, the buffer of the corresponding stream will discard the media units arrive later, the user application will continue playing until the time it cannot play those discarded media units, at that time, it will simply play the media unit right before the discarded media unit. 6) If the buffer receives media units with the sequence number that already missed the corresponding scheduled playback deadline, the buffer of the corresponding stream will simply discard those media units. 7) When client handover occurs in mobile networks, several implementation resolutions can be chosen. For example, the client sends a message with current base station and timestamps right before and after handover to media servers. Media servers resend all MMUs with sending time in that period. Handover will introduce the problem of very large end-to-end delays for certain MMUs, which will be considered in Section 2.3.2. T P is the playback period of a single multimedia unit (MMU), which is usually determined by the measurements of human perception, which is also implemented as the concept of frame by standards of multimedia data, such as MPEG. For example, the playback period of a video MMU is 33 msec, while the playback period of an audio MMU is 26.1 msec.
2.2
Properties of the Proposed Scheme In above algorithm, we introduced the concept of N th , prebuffer threshold number, which will be explained in the following section of buffer determination. The client buffer size and the pre-buffer threshold number are properly configured based on the information of maximum jitter of the corresponding network environments if there is sufficient buffer available to be allocated; if not, simply using the setting of maximum available buffer. Media servers can obtain measurements of clock drift rate to the client by any means. One of methods can be found in [14] . Usually the order of the clock drift is very small (between 10 -5 and 10 -11 ) [12] . For T P =33 msec, the single adjustment at media servers is only needed for every period longer than 3300 sec. Therefore there is enough time for servers getting measurements of clock drift and taking actions.
Moreover, in our scheme, the playback rate will be constant for each media type, i.e. same T P for all media streams. However, it is very easy to extent it to the case that media streams with different T P .
In most schemes proposed in the literature, all slave streams need to maintain the inter-stream synchronization with the reference, i.e. the master stream, by using the feedback messages. Because of the similar reason of the large system deadtime due to end-to-end delays, it may not work properly. Therefore, in our scheme the inter-stream synchronization is obtained by setting scheduled playback times of each stream at the beginning of the playback. Without the occurrence of asynchrony, all media streams will be played at the scheduled playback time. Therefore there is not any skew occurs between the master stream and the slave streams. Any time asynchrony occurs in one media stream, the corresponding media unit cannot be played at the correct time. It is substituted with the duplication of last available media unit, i.e. the skew occurs. Hence, the measurements of the skew are directly related to the occurrences of asynchrony. For the particular case of human speech, skew between the related audio and video stream can be tolerated within the region from -80 (audio behind video) msec to +80 msec (audio ahead of video) [11] , which is more than two playback periods. As long as we limit the occurrences of asynchrony of the single stream within the acceptable range, the problem of skew is solved automatically.
In summary, the proposed synchronization scheme has following advantages: 1) It exhibits a significantly reduced control scheme overhead as it eliminates the need for feedback messages; 2) It requires minimum buffer space for each media stream;
3) The minimum buffer requirements and the playback performance are independent of end-to-end delays, and, therefore; 4) It is inherently scalable for the evolving wireless environments.
Client Buffer Determination
By removing the feedback control, the critical issue of our scheme is the buffer configuration. The function of the client buffer is to compensate for network delays and jitters incurred during the transmission and processing of multiple streams, thus achieving the smooth playback to the application users.
With sufficient buffer size to compensate for buffer overflow, sufficient pre-buffered MMUs to compensate for buffer underflow, and a constant server sending rate r S =r P = 1/T P , applications can achieve constant playback rate without any interruption due to the underflow and the overflow, i.e. the smooth playback. The minimum buffer size is related to the occurrence of buffer overflow while the pre-buffer threshold number is related to the occurrence of buffer underflow. 
Let us first derive the parameter pre-buffer threshold N th , where N th is the number of MMUs required to pre-buffer in order to avoid the occurrence of the underflow. The application will start the playback of the first MMU once the number of MMUs in the buffer reaches the threshold value N th . Based on the knowledge of N th , we will derive the minimum buffer size B min in order to avoid the occurrence of the overflow.
To proceed, we first consider the restriction that no MMU can arrive earlier than any previous MMUs. In this case, all MMUs must arrive in order, which can be achieved by a connection-oriented protocol like TCP. However, due to the large overhead of the TCP protocol, the extremely large amount of multimedia data and the delay restriction of live video streams, the light-weighted connectionless real time protocols, such as RTP, are preferred. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the assumption that no MMU can arrive earlier than any previous MMUs.
We now remove the restriction that no MMU can arrive earlier than any previous MMUs. Let us consider the worst case that the underflow can occur in Fig.1 . Then all successive MMUs experience the minimum delays. Thereby, before the application finishes the playback of the first MMUs at time t 2 = t 1 +T P , the maximum number of MMUs that can arrive is calculated as
where   is the flooring operator.
Therefore, excluding the MMU being played, the minimum required buffer size B min to avoid overflow is
We notice that removing the restriction that no MMU can arrive earlier than any previous MMUs does not affect the derivation of N th . The only difference locates at the derivation of minimum buffer size to avoid the overflow. We again consider the worst case. The N th th MMU experiences the maximum delay, which arrives at the client buffer after (N th +1) th to (N th +k) th MMUs. The maximum value of k attains when (N th +k) th experiences the minimum delay. Thereby,
Therefore the required buffer size must be larger than (N th +k), which has the same value as that with the restriction.
In conclusion, if the network jitters are bounded by ∆ -and ∆ + , there is no need for any feedback control mechanism. If the number of pre-buffered media units is larger than N th , no underflow occurs; if the buffer size is larger than B min , no overflow occurs. A constant playback rate can be achieved by simply setting a constant server sending rate to the same value as the client playback rate, setting a buffer size larger than the calculated minimum required buffer size B min , and starting the playback at the time the client buffer receives the N th th MMU. Since neither underflow nor overflow occurs in this system, there is no information loss (skipping or duplicating MMUs) either. We can interpret this as follows. When the server sending rate is constant, the only factor causing the variation of the buffer levels is the network jitter. If the network jitters are bounded, the variation of the buffer levels is bounded too, and so the minimum buffer size can be determined.
Buffer Determination for Single Stream without Bounded Jitter Assumption
With the bounded jitter assumption and appropriate buffer setting, the occurrence of buffer underflow and overflow can be completely eliminated. However, in the real cellular network environments, the minimum network delay can be usually determined, while the maximum delay of transmission a particular media unit may not be bounded, which can occurs when the handover occurs. In that case, the jitter bounds are determined by 95% confidence level. We will take the network jitters as Gaussian distribution random variables.
As described in [10] , the network delays In other words, X n must converge to the standard Gaussian as n → ∞. Therefore we can take the delay sequence as a Gaussian distributed random variable with mean d avg and variance σ 2 . Thereby the relationship between the 95% jitter bounds and the variance can be easily obtained as
3 SIMULATION RESULTS In order to give a comparative performance of the proposed buffer configuration and control schemes, we have simulated a sample network with distributed media servers. End-to-end delays between the client and media servers are Gaussian distributed. We measured the number of incorrect playbacks, i.e. the number of playbacks that are not the corresponding media units, including the MMUs that arrive later than the playback deadline (missing the playback deadline) and the MMUs being discarded. The reason that we do not choose the number of occurrences of asynchrony (the buffer underflow and overflow) as the measurement is that one asynchrony may last for multiple playback periods. Besides, the occurrence of overflow may further cause underflow later at the playback time of the discarded MMUs. We do not want to count those MMUs as incorrect playback twice. Therefore the occurrence of underflow and overflow may not directly reflect the amount of information loss, i.e. the quality of service.
In our simulation, we use the delay parameters of UMTS (the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System), because it is the developing third generation system to provide global mobile seamless personalized multimedia communications and information services [2] , and it is the system that converges the wireless services into the traditional wired networks, thereby the end-to-end delays in this system may be very large. In UMTS, the end-to-end transfer delay consists of three parts: the transfer delay of local bearer service, external bearer service, and UMTS bearer service, as shown in Fig. 3 . The first two parts are simply the transfer delays in wired Internet, while the third part is the additional transfer delays experience in cellular mobile networks. The delay parameters of UMTS bearer service are provided in 3GPP (3 rd Generation Partnership Project) standards TS 23.107 [1], which are shown in Table 1 . The total end-to-end delay is the sum of UMTS bearer delay and traditional wired Internet delay including local bearer service and external bearer service.
The applications and maximum total end-to-end delay requirement of each type of QoS class are shown in Table 2 .
The maximum end-to-end delay can be used to decide the variance of delays of the experiments. We consider the first two QoS types, i.e. conversational and streaming, which represent live and stream multimedia presentation respectively.
We simulated 340,000 MMUs. For the playback period T P = 33 ms, the duration of playback is longer than 3 hours, which is typically enough for video presentations. The jitter variance σ 2 is determined that 95% jitters located in the region between upper and lower bounds. The order of clock drift is 10 -7 in our simulation.
From Table 3 and 4, we can see that the mean value of buffer levels is directly related to the value of pre-buffer threshold, and that given the constant server sending rate of media units, the variance of buffer levels is directly related to the network jitter variance. Therefore, given the network environments and the variance of the buffer level, one can achieve certain quality of playback service with certain setting of buffer size and the pre-buffer threshold.
The simulation results also verify that the buffer size is the major issue to avoid the occurrence of asynchrony. When the available buffer is sufficient, neither the buffer underflow nor the buffer overflow will occur. A smooth playback without any information loss is achieved. When the available buffer size is only half of the minimum buffer requirement, the information loss caused by buffer underflow and overflow is still in the acceptable range. However, if the buffer available buffer size is smaller than the half of the minimum buffer requirement, the information loss will increase exponentially. Consequently one cannot obtain a satisfied playback performance.
We also simulate two scenarios in which jitter bounds, variance, and buffer configurations remain constant. The only changing parameter is the average end-to-end delay. As the results shown in Fig. 4 , the mean and variance of master stream buffer level are independent of the average end-to-end delay.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows that SMART scheme performs better than feedback control schemes. In this test, every scenario has a different value of the average delay d avg , ranged from 275 ms to 2275 ms, with fixed jitter bounds ∆ + =∆ -=255 ms. For each scenario, we randomly generate 100 arrival sequences with 20000 MMU arrivals each. We use the same arrival sequence to test different synchronization schemes, such as SMART, switch mode and 2 nd order control schemes in [5, 6] , and the server side control scheme in [7] . In order to obtain comparative results, all schemes using the same buffer size B = 14 MMUs. Table 9 shows the average number of incorrect playbacks per sequence, and Fig. 10 shows the percentage of incorrect playbacks for different synchronization schemes.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a novel synchronization scheme for multimedia applications that can provide high quality playback performance in emerging wireless Internet. The simulation results showed that the proposed scheme performs well, while significantly reducing communication overheads due to the control scheme by removing the feedback loop. Moreover, as its minimal buffer requirements are independent of the network delays, the proposed scheme is inherently scalable for the evolving wireless environments. From the simulation result, we also noticed that the quality of playback performance (the percentage of total incorrect playback) can be determined based on the buffer configurations. 
